The soft, neutral tone of Matrix does not alter the natural
appearance of windows and is a popular choice for home
and building owners that desire a subtle window treatment.
Available in a range of densities that provide varying levels
of performance and solution options.
Empowered by a revolutionary manufacturing process,
Matrix features advanced plasma ceramics. Technology
that produces solar control performance equal to
conventional metallised films without the harsh mirror look
while delivering supreme optical clarity that preserves
natural room ambience. Matrix advanced ceramic is signal
friendly and will not interfere with Wi-Fi or mobile phone
reception. It is non-fading, non-corrosive in coastal areas
and will provide extreme durability for many years of solar
control performance and thermal protection.

Harmony Window Tinting
Harmony emulates the look of expensive tinted
glass with a soft natural tone; minimal
reflectivity and additionally offers enhanced
solar control benefits.
During the day, Harmony provides outdoor
privacy and a warm indoor ambience that is ideal
for glass areas where maximum glare and fading
control is a desired requirement. In the
evening, Harmony’s anti-glare carbon
coating reduces annoying back reflections
and maintains clarity to scenic views.
Harmony’s proprietary alloy construction
is Wi-Fi friendly and delivers strong
summer heat rejection, combined with
excellent UV Ray and fading protection.
Harmony films are resistant to colour fade and
optical distortion, offering many years of
enjoyment and protection.
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Window
Tinting
Tint your windows using the best
film from USA, installed by a Perth
professional from a reputable
company
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Quality is
Guaranteed
We guarantee you will be so
impressed by the quality of our
Window Tinting as we only use the
best window films from USA with the
strongest adhesive.
Plus our fitters are the best in the
business & don’t leave gaps around
the tinting! Our team knows
everything there is to know about
Tinting so call us today.
Perth Eagle Blinds has over 32 years
of experience providing only the best
premium products & we always
ensure you will receive the best
quality available.

Synergy Tinting
Synergy is an attractive solution for large expanses of
unprotected glass that require superior heat reduction.
Designed with a high reflective metal coating for maximum solar
heat rejection that is dual purpose matched to a non-reflective,
internal layer. This reduces glare and back reflection and is
perfect for spacious interiors with strong day or night lighting.
Available in a range of density options, all with low levels of heat
absorbance. Synergy is compatible with dual pane windows and
is the ideal choice for areas where thermal stress is also a major
consideration. Synergy’s deep colour tone preserves your
natural outlook and particularly enhances blue sky’s, cityscape,
water and sea views alike.

“You can trust Perth Eagle Tinting to tint your home or business with only the
best tinting film from around the world!”

Quoted by Paul Assinder- Sales Director/Designer

Security Film &
Safety Film
Having Security film
installed onto the windows of your home
or business will give the piece of mind that
robbers cant smash their way into your
property. Security Film holds the glass
together so when impacted the glass will
break but unlike normal windows it will
stay in one piece and make a lot of noise
and take lots of impacts before anyone
can get through it. Safety film is also
available, although its not going to stop
robbers it does make your doors or
windows safe from shattering, as it will
hold the glass together. Safety film is
perfect for childcare Centre’s or for
sliding doors at your home. Both films also
stop 99% Ultra Violet rays.

Decorative vinyl window films
Australia’s most popular range of simulated etch, sandblast,
frosted, diffuser and opaque glass films, produced by only the
industry leading vinyl film and adhesive manufacturers, these
films out perform and outlast all other vinyl films on the market.
These products are easy to use
and affordably priced. DecoGlass
vinyl window films offers a range
of high quality decorative window
films to supply the large demand
for residential and commercial
glass frosting. These films have a
diverse range of uses, from the
small bathroom window that
requires privacy whilst still
allowing the natural light to enter
the room, to the larger internal
glass partition walls separating
internal office spaces where a
level of privacy is required.

